NEMO has updated its interactive map of museum reopenings and closings and is happy to confirm that all countries across Europe included in the map allow museums to be open. The last country to officially allow all museums to reopen was Italy on 21 June 2021.

Most museums in the Balkan countries and the South Caucasus region never had to close again after the first wave in spring 2020. Other countries, such as Poland, have had to shut the museum doors to the public several times. Some countries such as Slovenia and Italy follow colour code systems that indicate which regulations the region and consequently the museums have to follow.

NEMO is also in the process of confirming and updating the information on the page with more detailed country specific overviews.

Please check the conditions in advance with any museum you plan to visit - pre-booking is required in many cases and a health pass is being introduced as obligatory in France and other countries.
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